Thompson & Thompson 3rd Generation
Field Foreman Job Opportunity
Thompson & Thompson 3rd Generation is one of the most established and respected roofing contractors
in the local industry. In anticipation of our busiest time of year, we are looking for a highly motivated, full
time field foreman to oversee our roofing, siding, gutter and attic insulation crews. The ideal candidate is
a goal-oriented self-starter with the determination to succeed, the discipline to follow through, the drive to
achieve goals and the desire to win.
Serving the Greater Omaha Area for decades, the Thompson family earned a reputation for quality
craftsmanship, prompt service and honest, straightforward treatment of our customers. Our family owned
and operated company specializes in the installation of roofing, siding, gutters and attic insulation. We
pride ourselves in the quality of our work, fair prices and outstanding customer service while providing a
dynamic, friendly and family-oriented work environment. We stay on the cutting edge of product
innovations and ideas to deliver the most informed suggestions possible. From commercial to residential,
no job is too large or small.
To be successful in this role, an individual must be able to perform the following essential duties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oversee and supervise roofing/siding/gutter crews, providing training and guidance as needed
Ensure quality control throughout and at completion of the project
Communicate effectively with customers, crews and the Company to ensure the project is on time
and completed accurately with the highest level of quality
Provide excellent customer service to our clients
Provide recommendations on products and services to clients as needed
Look for opportunities to streamline procedures and cut costs
Ensure all applicable regulatory and statutory local and federal requirements are followed

What we offer you:
•
•
•
•
•

Hourly wage negotiable with flexibility to attend college courses
Up to 50%/$500 company matched medical insurance
Training
A highly respected and branded company name
Incomparable office and executive support, operations management and installation expertise

Qualified candidates would ideally possess the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relationship-fostering
Customer service mentality
Excellent communication skills (written and verbal)
Excellent decision-making skills using sound judgement
Willingness to be flexible, adjusting priorities as needed
Willingness to learn
Strong work ethic
Must be able to lift 75lbs
Valid driver’s license and clean driving record
Understanding of the roofing industry (not required, but a plus)

Come and grow with a local trusted company that has been in the roofing industry for multiple
generations. If you would like to be considered for this opportunity, please send your resume to
pete.wilson@thompson3rd.com.

